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The concept of ambiguity as a semantic complex category is very little dealt in English language and almost none in Albanian 
language even though its importance is increasing every day in Modern Linguistics. This was one of the reasons that made us 
convey a comparative and contrastive semantic analysis on the concept of ambiguity in Albanian language and observe it in 
through the prism of English language. We hope that with this research we will help Albanian students understand better the 
process of translating ambiguous sentences from Albanian to English language. Our corpus is consisted of translation paradigms 
(Levenston, 1965) of ambiguous sentences that are identified and observed in Albanian language and how are they translated in
English language. The main task of this research is to find out do ambiguous sentences continue to be ambiguous after translation 
process or they are disambiguated by the translators and what helps this process. Except the main question we will try to find out 
similarities and differences regarding the concept of definition and classification of ambiguity in English and Albanian language. 
The methods used in this research are descriptive (we have tried to describe in details the phenomena of metaphors in English
and Albanian language), modelling method (with this method we have tried to link theoretical issues with practical examples, 
ambiguous sentences taken from translated books from Albanian to English language), comparative method (the phenomena of 
ambiguity in sentences is compared and contrasted in order to find similarities and differences concerning the concept and 
classification of ambiguity in Albanian and English language) and analytical method (we will try to give suggestions regarding
the problems that came up during our analysis). 
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1. Methodology of the Research 
Ambiguity as a phenomenon is analyzed in Lexical Semantics and it mainly depends on people. The main role in 
understanding ambigous words and sentences by the part of the listener and the  reader has the context. Taking into 
consideration the fact that you cannot be sucsesful by using only one method , we have tried to combine different 
methods and techniques. We have used descriptive, modelling, comparative and analytical methods in order to 
describe the notion of ambiguity as well as link the theories related to ambiguity with the corpus of our  research 
thus, try to compare and contrast it in both of the languages, English and Albanian in order to come up with 
suggestions regarding the problems found in this research.  We have also tried to combine two techniques and that is 
subjective and objective techniques, working with the corpus and that is one way translation and Gjorgjevic's
group test (Gjorgjevic, 1982).  
In this semantic research we have tried to identify ambiguous sentences in Albanian language and then observe 
how they are translated in English language. Our semantic comparison is based on the question do ambigous 
sentences cointinue to be ambigous after they are translated into English language. Our corpus of analysis is 
consisted of 40 translated ambigous paradigms (Leventson, 1965) from Albanian to English language. Firstly, the 
corpus is being identified and than it is classified in Albanian  language into: lexical and structural. With the help of 
componential analysis (Nida, 1975) we have tried to analyze the semantic components of  lexemes in the ambiguous 
sentences in order to understand and differentiate the meanings of ambiguous sentences in Albanian language and 
then try to understand how they are translated in English language; did the translator disambiguate them or they 
continued to be ambigous.
2. Defining Ambiguity as a Notion and a Concept  
It is very hard to define a notion which by itself has more than one explanation; a word that has doubtful and 
uncertain meaning and a word that can be understood in two or more ways. Ambiguity as a complex notion is very 
hard to describe and understand but it is an essential part of human language and it is incorporated in all areas of 
language. By defining ambiguity itself you can realize how complex the language can be. 
There are a lot of attempts to define what ambiguity is but the word ambiguity comes from French ambiguité,
originating from the Latin word ambiguus. This word is a compound of the stems ambi- (‘on both sides’) and agere
(‘travel’ or ‘drive’), which taken together mean ‘to wander about’ or to ‘drive on both sides’ (Mish, 1984: 205)
However, after the incorporation of the word ambiguity into English, the word has lost its reference to journeys and 
paths. The word has become literal. Literally according to Webster, M. (1984) ambiguous means ‘doubtful or 
uncertain especially from obscurity or indistinctness…capable of being understood in two or more possible senses 
or ways’.. According to Oxford English Dictionary (1989), ‘ambiguity is the state of simultaneously admitting 
plausible interpretations or explanations, thus permitting double meanings that ‘drive both ways’. Oxford Advanced 
Learner’s Dictionary defines ambiguity as the state of having more than one possible meaning. Secondly it defines it 
as a word or statement that can be understood in more than one way and lastly as a state of being difficult to 
understand or explain because of involving many different aspects. 
Discussing from a linguistic point of view McArthur (1992:36) defines ambiguity as an actual or potential 
uncertainty of meaning, especially when a word, phrase or sentence can be understood in two ways. While, Cruse 
(2000:108) argues that ambiguous words have multiple senses that exhibit the phenomenon that he calls 
antagonism; you cannot focus your attention on two or more readings at the same time. He adds that “the speaker 
will have one reading in mind, and the hearer will be expected to recover that reading on the basis of contextual 
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clues: the choice cannot normally be left open”.
When the boundaries are not limited we should signify that ambiguity is different from vagueness. Pinkal 
(1995:19) considers the two phenomena to be related, however declares that they refer to different things. 
”Ambiguous expressions can assume an arbitrarily but finitely large number of readings, whereas vague expressions 
allow infinitely many precisifications”. Pinkal (1995:52). While, Hirst (1992:131) declares that if a word is 
categorically ambiguous, a sentence containing it can be structurally ambiguous. A modified and more accurate 
definition is provided by Pehar (2005:163) who studied diplomatic ambiguity that arose from language ambiguity. 
He claims that “in order to qualify as an ambiguity an expression must generate not only at least two different 
meanings, but also two incompatible and unrelated meanings. It is only then that an expression is truly ambiguous”. 
While, Kreidler (1998) demonstrates that when homonyms are be put into identical positions in utterances, lexical 
ambiguity occurs. Linguistics professor in Harvard, George Zipf (1949:56), claims that ambiguity is a compromise 
between the speaker's desire to limit the number of words he or she needs to choose from to express a certain 
meaning (to minimize the effort in production), and the hearer's desire to limit the number of meanings he or she 
needs to choose from to understand a word (to minimize the effort in comprehension). 
The famous semanticist Katz (1977:56) sees ambiguity as a relation between many semantic representations and
an expression corresponding to them in natural language. While, Scheffler (1979:13) notes that a word is ambiguous 
if its denotation on one occasion of its use diverges from its denotation on another occasion of its use. Another 
definition of ambiguity, which is essentially sentential definition, has been discussed by Kempson (1977: 40/ 28). It 
states: ‘A sentence is ambiguous if the sentence can be true in very different states of affairs’.
According to Generative Transformational Grammar where the understanding of ambiguous sentences is done 
through phrase markers. Ambiguity is defined as an expression which can accommodate more than one structural 
analysis. (Gillon,1990:397). Crystal (Crystal, 1987:377) thinks that ambiguity is a result of complexity in documents 
such as forms, insurance policies, contracts, etc., which due also to their complexity are then not filled in correctly, 
are misunderstood or misinterpreted.
When it comes to Albanian linguists ambiguity has been defined only in recent works mainly in paper works and 
dictionaries. The word ‘ambiguity’ in Albanian like in English comes from Latin word ‘AmbiguӿWDV - ƗWLV¶
Ambiguity in Albanian means “doubt, uncertainty, double meaning”. (Lacaj, H. and Fishta ,F. 2004:44). While, 
according to Kçiku, R. (2009:19) ambiguity is defined as – words with dual sense. A university professor, Nesimi 
(2006:36) states that the majority of words, except the main meaning could posses other lexical meanings. 
Regarding Bahri Beci (2005:51) words in different contexts usually receive different meanings and names these 
words as polysemantic words. While, Thomai (2006:218) indentifies that some words are bisemantical so it means 
that they have direct meaning and figurative meaning. According to Stefi (1961:22) –“Ambiguity is word’s ability to 
have more than one meaning. 
During our research we got very surprised with the fact that even though the most common words in English as 
well as in Albanian are ambiguous, Albanian language linguists haven’t done much research on this phenomena. 
The crucial difference that we found out between English and Albanian language regarding definition of ambiguity 
as a phenomena is related to naming the concept itself. In Albanian language ambiguity is named as bisemanticism-
‘dykuptimsi’ and sometimes as polysematicism and is mostly related to dual meaning and only sometimes to 
multiple meanings, while in English is usually related to multiple meanings. But in both languages ‘ambiguity’ is 
used to express something that is uncertain or doubtful. But many scholars in both of the languages use ambiguous 
words or sentences when the message they want to provide is unclear or when they unconsciously utilize words or 
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sentences from which more than one meaning arises. For what we have seen so far ambiguity happens more in the 
written language because the readers misunderstand the meaning being unaware of the context that an expression is 
used. In spoken language ambiguity is not very common to happen because the speaker and the hearer know the 
context and if ambiguity occurs they can disambiguate each other by adding other words to explain.
3. Classifying Ambiguity
Different authors in English and Albanian language have classified the phenomena of ambiguity in different 
ways. When it comes to the traditional approach to identifying ambiguity they usually distinguish only lexical 
ambiguity. For some authors (Radford 1999), the categorical status of a particular phrase would belong to the simple 
case of structural ambiguity. Others (Pinkal 1995:75) claim that lexical ambiguity includes only instances of 
homonymy and polysemy. While, Bucaria (2004:281) for instance, maintains that there is lexical ambiguity, 
syntactic ambiguity and phonological ambiguities. When it comes to Kaufer (1983: 210) he is the one that identifies 
more types of ambiguites: syntactic, lexical, ambiguity of illocution, ambiguity of perlocution, and ambiguity of 
use/mention.
Another classification of ambiguity is made by Kreidler (Kreidler, 1998:330) who divides ambiguity into three 
main types:  lexical ambiguity, referential ambiguity and syntactic ambiguity (syntactic ambiguity then is also 
divided into two sub-types: deep structure ambiguity and surface structure ambiguity). 
When it comes to Radford (Radford, 1999:66) ambiguity relates to the scope of the negative particle so for this 
reason this type is commonly known as scope ambiguity. Ullmann (1977:128) divides the ambiguity into three 
types: phonetic, lexical and grammatical ambiguity. Deementer, K (1998:15-36) divided the semantic level of 
ambiguity into three categories. Lexical ambiguity is manifested in lexical homonymy and polysemy. On the other 
hand, syntactic ambiguity refers to a certain utterance that can yield two or more syntactically feasible readings, 
whereas contextual is mostly attributed to anaphoric expressions and transitional signals.  
Albanian linguists have not given a certain classification of ambiguity because this linguistic phenomenon hasn’t 
been studied very much until now. But some linguists mention that words except the main meaning possess and the 
figurative meaning. However, while doing our research we have come across with lexical and structural ambiguity
in Albanian language which furthermore could be divided into surface and deep structure ambiguity. In Albanian 
language the most frequent ambiguity was the ambiguity in the level of words (lexical ambiguity) and that of 
structural level (surface and deep structural ambiguity) was less frequent. Lexical ambiguity is easier to 
disambiguate whereas structural ambiguity needs deeper analyses and seeks more time to resolve.  
4. The Research 
4.1. Lexical Ambiguity
The reason why do we start our research with lexical ambiguity is related to the fact that the most common type 
of ambiguity which is found in both of the languages, English and Albanian is lexical ambiguity. This is due to the 
fact that many words in English and Albanian language have multiple semantic signs which could be seen in the 
English and Albanian language dictionaries. The first edition of the Oxford English Dictionary, for instance, records 
154 sense divisions under the word ‘set’. What is remarkable is that such a number of words can be applied 
similarly for a large number of common lexical items and can be tolerated in everyday usage without ambiguity.
Among the 500 most used words in English have an average of 23 meanings, (Gray: 2000). When it comes to 
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Albanian language such a research on the issue of the number of common words with multiple meanings it hasn’t 
been done so far. 
Lexical ambiguity occurs when a word has several interpretations. According to Kreidler (Kreidler: 1998), when 
homonyms occur in the same position in utterances the result is lexical ambiguity’. While, according to the Albanian 
linguist Thomai (2009:137), lexical ambiguity or as he names it “bisemantism’- ‘dykuptimsi’ are words that can 
have two meanings, so ambiguity is part of polisemy of the words and further expansion does not affect them. 
We will start with some example sentences with lexical ambiguities which were identified in Albanian language 
and we will further observe how they are translated in English language. 
Albanian language English language 
1) Ti kujton se do të na kërkojnë vërtet eshtrat? 
(Kadare, 2007:33)
Do you really imagine they’ll bother to look for our 
remains? (Coltman, 2012:16) 
The first example sentence in Albanian language is ambiguous due to the verb ’kërkoj’ which possess two 
semantic signs and represents the notion which is very often named in Albanian language as “dykuptmsi” -
bisemanticisms. The word possesses the following meanings: a) ‘to look for’ and b) ‘search or ask’. That’s why 
there are two ways that you can understand this sentence. The first sentence could be a) Do you really think that they 
will look for our bones? And the next sentence that could be understood is b) Do you really think that they will
search our bones? The translator has disambiguated the sentence with the help of the context.
Albanian language English language 
2) Pastaj i panjohuri kishte ikur dhe gjenerali as që e 
kishte marrë vesh ç’punë bënte dhe ç’emër kishte. 
(Kadare, 2007:49)
3) He took his leave without the general having even 
asked him his identity or his profession.  (Coltman, 
2012:35)
The Albanian verb ‘ik’ has two meanings except the literal it also has idiomatic meanings as:  ‘to leave’ and ‘to 
escape’ causing the sentence example ambiguous. The author in English has correctly provided the sentence with 
other grammatical forms like the verb phrase ‘took his leave’ in order to disambiguate the sentence.
Albanian language English language 
3) Por nuk ishte e lehtë të bëhej kjo letër. (Kadare, 
2007:76) (Coltman, 2012:65)
4) Writing a letter could be such a difficult thing to do.
Beside the examples previously mentioned where the words had two semantic signs in the example three the 
sentence is an example of lexical ambiguity where the word possess more than two meanings and according to 
Albanian linguists they would present polysemy. The lexeme ‘bëj’ which it is a verb possesses the following 
semantic signs: a) make, b) create, c) become etc. However the author in English has found its precise meaning and 
substituted it with a concise meaning ‘write’. It is the context that helped the translator to disambiguate the sentence
and translate it correctly by adding a new word, the verb ‘write’ 
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Albanian language English
4) Duart iu thyen nga dëshpërimi dhe e la penën. 
(Kadare, 1999:79)
5) He was in such despair the pen fell from his 
nerveless hand. (Bray, 2014:84)
Ambiguity in Albanian language may also appear as a result of the idiomatic expressions like in this example 
four.  Different languages have different idioms and they are considered as the hardest part when it comes to 
translations.  The English translator has found the closest expression that fits the Albanian ‘duart iu thyen’ and also 
added words to disambiguate the sentence. It is the context that helped the translator to disambiguate the sentence 
since taken literally it would be that he broke his hands but with the help of the context the translator realized that in 
the first place we are talking about a male and secondly the person is in great despair. 
Albanian English
5) Ishte i vetmi vend ku Mark-Alemit i takonte të 
këmbente ndonjë bisedë me njerëz të njohur apo të 
panjohur. (Kadare, 1999:83)
6) It was the only place where you had the opportunity
to exchange a few words with people you knew, or 
even with people you didn’t.  (Bray, 2014:88)
The word ‘takoj’ is the reason that the example sentence five is ambiguous. Albanian lexeme ‘takoj’ means 
‘meet’, ‘belong’ and ‘happen’. When the English translator disambiguated the sentences from Albanian language 
into English he used the method of providing grammatical environment by adding new words like ‘had the 
opportunity’ but again it was the context which made the message clear to the translator.
From the examples below we could see that lexical ambiguity as it is present in English language is also present 
in Albanian language and it is formulated as a result of multiple or dual meaning of a word, in our cases nouns, 
verbs, verb phrases and idiomatic expressions. The ambiguity appears as a result of lexemes which possess more 
than one semantic signs which in Albanian language is named as ‘dykuptimsi’ – ‘bisemanticism’, when lexemes 
possess only two meanings and polysemy more than one meaning. While in English language both of the cases are 
named as ambiguity. The translators had disambiguated the ambiguous sentences with the help of the context, 
providing grammatical environment, or providing the closest expression which is again understood from the context 
itself or adding new words.
4. 2. Structural (surface and deep structure) Ambiguity
A sentence is structurally ambiguous if words or phrases in it can play several grammatical roles and thus can be 
put together in several ways to form a correct sentence. According to Kreidler (1998:169) syntactic ambiguity as he  
may happen in the surface structure of a sentence because words are arranged together in different possible 
constructions. Also structural ambiguity may happen in the deep structure because one sequence of words may have 
more than one interpretation, generally because the rules of sentence construction allow ellipsis, the deletion of what 
is ‘understood.’ 
Albanian language English language 
1) Gjenerali e kuptoi se nuk kishte asgjë për t’i thënë 
dhe ndezi një cigare.   (Kadare, 2007:23)
1) The general felt he had nothing to say to him and lit 
a cigarette. (Coltman, 2012:5)   
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This example sentence one is structurally ambiguous because the subject in Albanian ‘the general’ can be the 
doer or the receiver of the action. The ambiguity in English is resolved by providing grammatical environment 
making the sentence active. 
Albanian language English language
2) Mbi paketën e cigareve nisi të bënte planin. 
(Kadare, 2007:136)
2) He began making tiny-sketch plans on his cigarette 
packet. (Coltman, 2012:129)   
The example sentence two in Albanian is also structurally ambiguous because we are not sure if ‘someone’ 
started to make the plan sitting on cigarette packet’ or ‘someone started drawing the plan on the cigarette packet’ or  
‘during smoking the whole packet of cigarettes he wrote the plan’. In the translated version in English the author
uses the method of providing grammatical environment, adding new words ‘tiny-sketch’ to disambiguate the 
sentence.
Albanian language English language
3) Sa mirë që fole! (Kadare, 2007:149) 3)  It’s good that you talked. (Coltman, 2012:134)   
The example sentence three is an example of deep structure ambiguity. The meaning of this sentence has two 
different interpretations in English as: a) How good you talked! and the other is b) It’s good that you talked. The 
English translator has used the context in order to disambiguate the deep structure ambiguity of the sentence three.
Albanian language English language
4) Sa mirë që e gatove peshkun! (Kadare, 1980:22) 4) You cooked the fish very well!  (Koltman:2000: 37)
The sentence four is again an example of deep structure ambiguity and has two different interpretations: the first 
interpretation is when you want to compliment someone about the cooking meaning a) ‘You cooked the fish very 
well’ and the other interpretation is when you describe a situation when the fish is cooked before rotting and you say 
b) ‘It’s good you cooked the fish’. The translator has used the context to disambiguate the example sentence four. 
As we can see from the analyzed corpus of our research the sources of structural ambiguity are very difficult to 
discover in English and Albanian language. The most common sources that cause structurally ambiguity results 
mostly from: modifiers; especially prepositional phrases, relative clauses, conjunctions, and ellipses. Structurally
ambiguity takes more time to analyze and disambiguate and it is usually more complicated than other types of 
ambiguities. The disambiguation of structural ambiguity is mostly done with the help of the context by which the 
translators add new words or provide grammatical environment. 
5. Conclusions
In this semantic research one of our crucial tasks was finding out similarities and differences regarding defining 
and classifying the concept of ambiguity in English and Albanian language. When it comes to defining  ambiguity 
as phenomena we found out that in Albanian language there are different concept which are related to the notion of 
ambiguity as bisemanticism-‘dykuptimsi’ related to dual meaning and polysematicism related to multiple meanings. 
While in English language ambiguity is always related to multiple meanings. Generally speaking in both languages 
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‘ambiguity’ is used to express something that is uncertain or doubtful. But many scholars in both of the languages 
use ambiguous words or sentences when the message they want to provide is unclear or when they unconsciously 
utilize words or sentences from which more than one meaning arises. 
Ambiguity in English language was generally classified into: lexical, syntactic and structural. However we 
haven’t found any serious efforts in Albanian language regarding the classification of ambiguity except the one 
which notes that the meaning of the lexeme could be classified into: the main meaning and the figurative meaning. 
In the identification process of the ambiguous sentences in Albanian language we came across with lexical 
ambiguity and structural ambiguity which could be further broken down into surface structural ambiguity and deep 
structural ambiguity. The first lexical ambiguity happens in the lexical level of words but also may lead to the 
ambiguity of sentences. Lexical ambiguity is the most common kind of ambiguity in both languages English and 
Albanian. The sources of lexical ambiguity are words that are homonyms, homophones and polysemic words in 
English and Albanian language. Lexical ambiguity arises from different words but usually nouns and verbs are the 
ones that lead to ambiguity and that is more than other parts of speech. The second, syntactic ambiguity is 
sometimes called the structural ambiguity and occurs because of different parses that a sentence can have. As we 
can see from the analyzed sentences in English and Albanian, sources that cause syntactic or structural  ambiguity as 
we have seen from our analysis it mostly results from: modifiers; especially prepositional phrases, relative clauses, 
conjunctions, and ellipses. Structural ambiguity takes more time to analyze and disambiguate and it is usually more 
complicated than other types of ambiguities.
During our research we saw that all the ambiguous sentences that were identified during the translation process 
they were all disambiguated by the translator. As we already know the disambiguation process of lexemes and 
sentences should basically depend on the principle of immediacy and the phenomenon of garden paths. But from 
collected corpus we have seen that usually the main sources of disambiguation is done by contextualizing the 
sentence and the other is by providing grammatical environment by adding other language items to the sentence. 
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